Name:

Puma

Affiliations

Buddy   d6

Always Completes A Contract

4

Honorable Killer

+1 PP

Thrill-seeker

PP

Team   d8

or

8

FERAL
MUTANT
Totem
Power Sets Puma

Superhuman Reflexes

d10

Superhuman Senses

d10

Enhanced Speed

d8

Enhanced Stamina

d8

Enhanced Strength

d8

SFX/Limits: SFX: Claws & Fangs. Add d6 to your dice pool for an attack action and step back the

highest die in pool by -1. Step up physical stress inflicted by +1.
SFX: Multipower. Use two Puma Totem powers in the same dice pool, stepping back each
die by -1.
Limit: Stripped of the Totem. Shutdown any Puma Totem power for a PP. Recover by
taking an action against the Doom Pool.

STRESS / TRAUMA

Distinctions

Solo   d10

P
4
6
8
10

SFX/Limits:

12
M
4
6

Specialties Acrobatics Master

d10

Combat Expert

Business Master

d8

d10

8

d8

10

[You may convert Expert d8 to 2d6, or Master d10 to 2d8 or 3d6]

Milestones Chosen of the Kisani Tribe

12
E
4

1 XP when... you draw on your Native American heritage.

6

3 XP when... you shutdown any Puma Totem power.

8

10 XP when...

you shutdown your last Puma Totem power.

10
12

1 XP when...

XP

3 XP when...
10 XP when...

MARVEL HEROIC ROLEPLAYING

ID: Puma
History

Abilities & Resources

Thomas Fireheart belongs to the
Kisani Native American tribe.
The tribe used mystic
ceremonies and selective
breeding to create a perfect
warrior, imbuing Thomas with
the ability to turn into a powerful
humanoid mountain lion
werecat. Though successful as
the CEO of a prosperous
company, he became bored with
it and operated as a mercenary
and hired killer that pitted him
against Spider-Man, the Black
Cat, and a number of other
heroes. Recently he trained his
skills on eliminating the worst
criminals. MODOK summoned
him by offering enough money to
fund his legal defense.

Puma possesses a number of
superhuman attributes that are a
result of a combination of
genetic engineering and
mysticism. Fireheart undergoes
a physical transformation
through intense concentration
that includes an increase in his
height and weight, his body
becoming covered with a fine
tan fur, and razor sharp fangs
and claws. Transformation into
this form also grants Fireheart
superhuman physical attributes
of catlike strength, speed, agility,
flexibility, reflexes/reactions,
coordination, balance,
endurance, like his namesake.
Puma also possesses
superhumanly acute senses.

Personality
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